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Soviet-time Tbilisi: character of growth
• Sprawl along 

the river –
length ~ 40 km, 
width –
max.7km 

• Stretched linear 
form; 
insufficient 
connectivity 
between 
neighborhoods 
and functional 
areas of the city 
contributed to 
weak integrity 
of urban spatial 
structure
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Urban development after socialism

• Urban development and city planning in crises
• Death of planning as a tool of spatial growth
• Imbalanced urban development 

government

business/developers citizens



Different phases of urbanism(i) 

• Phase 1: Do It Yourself Urbanism
Period: Early/First transition phase (1990s)
Conditions: Political instability; economic decline; poor 

and corrupt governance; deficiency of institutional set-
up and legal framework, including lack of a master plan 
and ignorance of regulatory norms

Forms:
 Apartment building extension (ABE) to multistory 

apartment blocks (vertical slums)
 Infills
 Occupation of “No man’s land” 



Example: Do It Yourself Urbanism – ABE “constructors”



Outcome: VBE and Infills



Some outcomes and consequences

• Dramatic reduction of public and commonly-
used spaces

• Territorial and building safety deterioration  and 
visual degradation of many living mikroraions

• Problems with legalization of acquisitions and 
extensions

• Substitution of population mobility by “in situ
improvements” in the mikroraions with ABE to the 
satisfaction of some middle and low income 
groups



Different phases of urbanisms (ii)
• Phase 2: Investor Urbanism
Period: Second transition (2000s)
Conditions: Economic growth; increasing demand of the population on 

living and commercial spaces; appearance of foreign investors; non-
existence of planning regulations, including master plan

Forms:
 New residential and mixed (with commerce) high-rises
 Reconstruction of historical buildings/sites
 Other (e.g. ware houses, transport terminals, embassies, churches, 

etc.)
Processes: High competition between developers for still available centrally 

located vacant plots; Race for profit disregarding existing built structures; 
lack or insufficient regulations; significant increase in prices of built space 
(from 3 to 10-fold) 

Outcomes: Over densification of built spaces in central neighborhoods –
reaching “Climax phase” (according to Conzenian morphogenetic 
cycle); deterioration of environmental quality in prestigious 
neighborhoods; stronger population stratification /segregation 



Investor urbanism – example 1:
over-densification after Conzenian morphogenesis 

(case of Kipshidze neighborhood)



By 1960s - Institutive phase 



By  1970s - Repletive phase 1



By 1990s - Repletive phase 2



By end 2000s - Climax phase



Summarizing Building densification on Kipshidze str

???

a) 1960 – Institutive phase; ~10%     b) 1990 – Repletive phase; ~ 40%

c) 2010 – Climax phase; >70% d) 20?? - Recessive phase



Investor urbanism: examples



Investor urbanism: examples



Different phases of urbanism (iii)
• Phase 3: Politisized/Politically determined 

Urbanism

Period: Second half of 2000s
Conditions: Faster economic growth; strong governmental/political 

intervention in development; bringing in of foreign investors and 
architects; adoption of a master plan but systematic ignorance of it

Forms:
 (Post)-modern public buildings
 Reconstruction/regeneration of historical and other central parts 
 Large infrastructural projects
Processes: Undisputed leadership of political elite in urban development and spatial 

growth; Favoritism in development process; Non-participation of population, 
Decline of role of professionals 

Outcomes: Controversial new development in the old parts of Tbilisi, 
Questionable renovation projects, Urban development as a political 
process



Politically determined urbanism



Example: renovation of the Old Tbilisi



Example: renovation of central parts of the city



Example: New constructions



Attempt to shift the city centre?



New landscape dominants in new places



Historical parallels from the past development of Tbilisi

• Maps of 1809 and 1924
• Non-continuity of historical trends in the periods of development trajectory change



Conclusions
• Market vs planning: 

They never worked 
together so far

• Imbalanced urban 
process: lack of 
consensus and 
systematic conflict 
between stakeholders

• Distorted role 
transformation in 
planning and urban 
development

government

business/developers citizens

consens
us

PHASE 1PHASE 2

PHASE 3



Thank you!

joseph.salukvadze@tsu.ge
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